ENERGY
Do you enjoy seeing your completed work? Do you enjoy working with your hands and tools?
Do you enjoy helping people?

Look around you...

What It Takes:

Each day our lives center around energy. Without it,
your morning would have been different… no alarm
clock, hot water, hairdryer, stove, A/C, TV or car. All
these are dependent on natural gas, electricity or oil.
Challenges lie ahead about how we provide energy
reliably in a growing world and minimize the impact
on the environment.

•
•
•
•

Foundation skills in math and technical concepts
Work well in a team environment
Self-motivated and attention to detail
Life-long learning commitment

Check Out This Cool Career...
Line Maintenance
Line installers and repairers (also known as line workers) install or repair electrical power systems and telecommunications
cables, including fiber optics.

High-Wage, High-Demand Careers in Energy

*OJT = On-the-Job Training
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Salary ranges are provided by the Alabama Department of Labor.

Occupation:				Education Required:			Average Annual Salary:
Engineer					Bachelor’s Degree				$51,000 – $133,000
Plant Operations				OJT/Community College			$66,000 – $170,000
Nuclear Plant Operations			
OJT/Community College			
$46,000 – $95,000
Line Maintenance				OJT/Community College			$31,000 – $60,000
Maintenance Repair			
OJT/Community College			
$21,000 – $52,000

Career Paths in Energy
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Average annual
earnings

$51,000 $133,000
Average annual
earnings

$21,000 $170,000

Find out more about how you
can get into energy at
www.getintoenergy.com

The Challenge
We need team members who want to make a difference in the world and power it forward. If you enjoy
understanding how things work and working in a team environment to complete multi-million and sometimes
billion dollar projects, then the world of energy is an exciting place where you can unleash your potential.
There are many reasons to consider a career in the energy industry. With the right education and training,
you can begin a rewarding, well-paying career that benefits millions of people every day.

Energy Partners

All worlds represented in this career expo require employees to be drug free.
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